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Kings Lynn revisited
In the last edition we featured the English
town of Kings Lynn and its history as one
of the Hanseatic ports.
Lynn is also known as one of the towns
that possessed a cart steelyard. Left is a
photograph from 1910 showing the
steelyard in-situ at the Blue Lion Inn in
Norfolk Street. The machine was known
to have been in use up until the 1870s.

Fifty six of the best
Trading Standards folk had a love/hate relationship
with the 56lb weight. Come to think of it Trading
Standards folk mainly had a hate/hate relationship with
the 56lb weight, there wasn’t much to love. The letter
reproduced below gives a flavour of the joys to be had
in working with these diabolical objects

If you’ve ever wondered what 270 tons
of 56lb weights would look like, and
you know you have, then wonder no
more. The above photograph was
taken in the 1960s and shows 10,800
weights stacked up on piling to test the
stability. It is claimed they were all
stacked by hand!

The letter, reproduced left, reminds
me of a similar occurrence at a rural
stamping centre, held in a village
hall, back in the 1960s.
One of the officers attending was a
rather large gentleman who was
proud of his physical abilities,
including that of lifting two fifty six
pound weights above his head, one in
each hand.
Another of the characters was less
physically able but was of a rather
mischievous disposition. He stood
nonchalantly by the door as the
farmers arrived with their sets of
weights and whispered to each one, in
turn, to say to the other man, ‘I bet
you can’t lift two four stone weights
above your head!’
In the beginning of course he was
only too happy to hurl the weights
aloft with ridiculous ease. The ‘pièce
de résistance’ was to straighten the
arms and clang the weights together
several times before lowering them to
the floor.
As the day went on however and
several hundredweights had been
lofted, even he began to tire and it
finally dawned on him just what was
happening.
The finale of this little exercise
involved the large man pursuing the
other one round the room with the
broom threatening to insert the handle
somewhere where the ‘sun doesn’t
shine’
Editor.

BREAD
Bread has long been a staple food and had ‘Biblical’ status. For centuries both its quality and quantity
have been jealously protected and rigorously controlled by law. As societies have become wealthier
and more sophisticated these controls have ironically become less draconian as its role as a necessity
has been diminished by the abundance of other, more desirable commodities.
Thus, where, in the UK we once had the Assize of Bread, under which the short weight loaf was a
serious matter, we now have comparatively liberal controls on the size of a loaf and most purchasers,
I suspect, are less than aware of how much their bread does actually weigh.

Left, here is another one of those archetypical
1960’s seaside postcards. This would have been
considered quite risqué in its day. Smut was quite
acceptable by this time but to juxtapose it with
religion was still a bit iffy (Life of Brian etc).
‘Staff of life’ is not actually a Biblical quote (as I
thought when I started on this tack), the nearest we
get seems to be
Ezekiel 4:16 "Moreover he said unto me, Son of
man, behold, I will break the staff of bread in
Jerusalem: and they eat bread by weight, and with
care; and they shall drink water by measure, and
with astonishment."
That however is quite a good ISASC quote as is
that by Oscar Wilde, from the Ballad of Reading
Gaol.
“The
brackish
water
that
we
drink
--Creeps
with
a
loathsome
slime,
And the bitter bread they weigh in scales
--Is full of chalk and lime,”

Open the Box
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I’ve always liked scales in boxes, ever since I saw one back in the 1960s in a pharmacy shop. At
this chemist it took the place of the more normal beam scale and I was surprised to find that these
counter scales had the accuracy and sensitivity of the Class B instrument. The inspector, whose bag
of weights I was hauling around at the time, took the pans off (my spell check insists this should
read ‘pants off’ which I find quite amusing) and removed the marble lid to show me the interior. I
was fascinated by the complication of the levers and links revealed. We didn’t see many Berangers
in rural Lincolnshire.
Over the years I’ve acquired two of these machines, one bearing the name of Avery (Figs. A & A1)
and the other a rather more French affair carrying the name of the eponymous Monsieur Beranger.
The styling of the two is very similar and I’m not sure whether the pattern is French in origin and
rebranded for the British market or whether they were made on both sides of the Channel.
On eBay I came across a boxed scale on offer by a US seller. It looked pretty familiar until the
interior shots were shown (Figs. B & B1). Instead of the expected delicate Beranger levers the
interior contained a rather more chunky Roberval set up. Did Americans have Beranger scales?
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By coincidence, on a recent edition of Bargain Hunt; the
rather cheesy antique buying and selling programme on UK
television, that continues to fascinate me; much as a cobra
fascinates a rabbit; an attractive boxed scale turned up
(Figs. C & C1) It was generally ‘bigged up’ by all
concerned until it reached the auction where it
unfortunately ‘bombed’, in the American meaning of the
word. The auctioneer made the ‘sage’ comment that the
scale as presented, appeared to be not entirely original in
that it was clearly a French pattern while the pans carried
the name of a ‘Bristol manufacturer’. It was pretty obvious
that the pans were entirely ‘as one’ with the rest of the
machine (I’ve seen enough replacements to know the
difference). The auctioneer had clearly not bothered to look
at the capacity marking in the indicator window which read
2lbs; not very French!
A quick flick through a Parnall catalogue of 1901 shows a
couple of offerings described as National Scales (Fig.D).

They are not identical to the scale shown (four pillar suspension instead of one, more elaborate
boxwood stringing on the mahogany or ebonised box etc), but are evidence that Bristol scalemakers
did market such Gallic machines. The Bargain Hunt scale appeared to be a later simplified version
of the pattern (no evidence of a Class marking).

Ten ten ‘til we do it again !
In May 2014 I was walking along the cliff top
in Folkestone in Kent, England. I was passing
an unremarkable looking clock on a pole when
it suddenly became remarkable. Instead of
having a face divided into 12 hours, I realised
it had one divided into 10 somethings (above
left) Being aware of a degree of antipathy
towards any decimal stuff amongst some of the
UK and US members of ISASC I thought I
ought to inform them of this aberration to give
the opportunity for bands of pitchfork and
flaming torch wielding decimophobes to
descend upon it.
Further enquiry revealed, ‘quelle horreur’ that
this is, as are some other clocks in Folkestone,
something of a tribute to the metric system.
Between 1794 and 1805 the newly created
French Republic decimalised everything they
could think of, including parts of the calendar
and the clock. The mathematician D’Alembert
had, some years before stated that,

‘it would be very desirable that all divisions, for example of the livre, the sou, the toise, the day,
the hour, etc. would be from tens into tens. This division would result in much easier and more
convenient calculations and would be very preferable to the arbitrary division of the livre into
twenty sous, of the sou into twelve deniers, of the day into twenty-four hours, the hour into sixty
minutes, etc.’
With the overthrow of the ‘ancien régime’ they went for it big style. Thus in addition to the new
calendar with the ten day week the day was chopped up into 10 decimal hours of 100 minutes, each
of 1000 seconds. By 1805 Napoleon realised it was all a bit mental and reverted to the illogical but
familiar Babylonian system (I often wonder what the French must have thought when, having
gone to all that trouble to get rid of their King, they ended up with an Emperor)
The Folkestone clocks are actually art installations as are a number of other quirky items scattered
around the town.
The time show was 4.05 decimal hours which should have equated to 09.43 hours. It was in fact
about 19.00 hours as I walked past so I had to assume temporal accuracy was not an essential aspect
of the art. I later noticed that the reverse side of the clock had a conventional 12 hour face (above
right) but had to assume this operated independently. To be of equivalence the reverse face should
be a 24 hour dial to correspond to the full decimal day represented on the front. This is properly
illustrated by a true revolutionary timepiece shown (above left) where the face is divided into ten
decimal hours and two lots of 12 conventional hours.

Down in the forest, something stirred!

About 25 ISASC members to be precise! On 16th July John Wintour and Mark Haines once again
threw open the doors of their Scales and Rural Museum at Alvington in the Forest of Dean to the
Society. A pleasant day was passed, looking at the exhibits, sitting in the sun chatting and, judging
by the number of small groups huddled around
car boots throughout the day, conducting a
little commerce.
Below
As usual, the visitors to the museum were
provided with a substantial lunch.
The Society is grateful to John and Mark for
their customary hospitality.

Above
A tiny part of the collection held at the
museum. Some of the items are of a
substantial nature, that require space to be
displayed. Most of us with domestic premises
would only be able to house the odd example
of such pieces so it’s good that John has
undertaken the task of acquiring and
preserving such an extensive collection.
Note from our Publications Secretary. David Apps has asked that any member planning a trip to the
USA this year, to visit any ISASC member, to contact him as he needs a courier to take over a few back
copies of EQM for sending on to Jan Berning.

